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absorbed or injected are discussed in [3] and [5] but
considering specific causes of harmonic impedance
changes could provide greater insight into the propagation
of harmonic currents. Current post-connection methods
for establishing the source of harmonics is also not always
viable, since resonance is often ignored.

Abstract. This paper investigates the effect of various causes
of resonance found in a typical renewable energy power plant.
The consequences of resonance are discussed, and a simplified
single-phase equivalent model of a plant is mathematically
described and modelled in MATLAB. Reactive element
interaction that causes resonant frequencies is discussed. Results
obtained from the simplified mathematical model are compared
with a detailed DIgSILENT PowerFactory model of a real
installation. It is concluded that using the mathematical
equations for the harmonic impedance profiles could provide
insight into the expected resonant frequencies in a plant and
possible increase in harmonic current propagation.

Various reactive and resistive elements contribute towards
an installation’s harmonic impedance. The components
that introduce reactance are typically cables, transformers
and capacitors. Component power losses does, however,
introduce damping at resonant frequencies [10].
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Developing a simplified mathematical model containing
the required reactive elements, as done for a wind power
plant in [9], whilst also using a mathematical model to
identify reactive elements contributing towards specific
resonances will be the focus of this paper. The simplified
mathematical model is compared to a MATLAB Simulink
model as well as a detailed PowerFactory model of an
actual RPP.

Impedance Profile, Mathematical Modelling, Harmonic
Interaction.

1. Introduction
The increasing introduction of renewable energy power
plants (RPPs) around the world over the past two decades
[1] encourages research into the effects of harmonics
introduced by these RPPs. Harmonic assessment research
is required both for utilities to apply sensible restrictions
and for governing groups to establish proper regulations
regarding harmonic limit compliance and assessment
techniques.

2.

Considering the vast number of variables in a typical RPP
mathematically modelling such a system in detail is
considerably complex. To deal with this complexity
certain simplifications and assumptions are made. By
simplifying the circuit, the main contributors to specific
harmonic frequencies can be identified and quantified.

The study of harmonics in power systems have been
around since as early as the 19th century [2]. Harmonics
are required to meet standards, such as established by the
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) [3] or
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
[4], to verify whether it complies with network harmonic
limit requirements. These restrictions are required as
excessive harmonics could cause system malfunction at
generation plants [8]. Harmonic resonance is, however,
inevitable when connecting an RPP to the grid.

A schematic diagram of a typical RPP installation is
shown in Fig. 1. The POC is the bus where the
installation is connected to the grid at high voltage,
typically 132 kV. The first component in the installation
is the station transformer, rated at the plant capacity, in
this case 40 MVA. The station transformer provides a
distribution cable network at a suitable medium voltage
level of typically 22 kV. Field stations clusters various
inverter systems together. These inverter systems contain
medium to low voltage transformers and inverters.

The introduced additional reactive elements interact with
the grid to create or shift parallel and series resonant
frequencies. These resonant frequencies could increase or
reduce harmonic current emissions or voltage distortion
levels at the point of connection (POC). Methods for
determining whether harmonic currents are being
https://doi.org/10.24084/repqj18.356
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A lumped element representation of the typical system is
derived by assessing components starting from the grid to
the inverter.

Z c = jX c = − j

Grid

POC

(3)

D. Inverter transformer impedance

High voltage bus (132 kV)

The inverter transformer is modelled in the same way as
the station transformer with impedance defined as:
Z s = Rit + jX it = Rit + j Lit
(4)

132 kV
Station transformer

1
Cc

40 MVA

NECRT

E. Inverter impedance
Medium voltage bus (22 kV)

In an inverter the output voltage is carefully controlled to
control the output current through a filter inductor which
reactance can therefore be neglected. The filter capacitor
reactance is included, because it comes after the current
source inverter equivalent circuit. Its impedance is
defined as:
1
Z i = jX i = − j
(5)
Ci
The system in Fig. 1 now reduces to the lumped element
representation in Fig. 2.

Medium voltage cable (22 kV)

Field stations

Inverter transformer
Low voltage (300 V)

Inverter filter capacitor

Rs

Fig. 1. Illustration of a typical RPP installation

+

A. Grid impedance
The network will be considered in its Thevenin equivalent
form therefore, being represented as a voltage source and
impedance in series with the rest of the system. The
network impedance can be more complex when capacitive
reactive components are present, but this paper focuses on
internal resonances caused by an RPP. The grid
impedance is defined as:
Z s = Rs + jX s = Rs + j Ls
(1)

Ih
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j Lst

Rit

j Lit

Inverter

+

Vsh

Vh

−

−
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j Cc

1
j Ci

Iih

Cabling

Fig. 2. Simplified lumped element single-phase equivalent model
of an RPP installation

3. Reactive element contribution to resonant
frequencies

B. Station transformer impedance

The simplified lumped element single-phase equivalent
model of an RPP installation is used to derive equations
for the resonant frequencies and in the process the reactive
elements taking part. To simplify the equations, the
resistive elements were omitted, but are considered in
Section 4.

Two-winding power transformers are modelled with both
primary and secondary winding reactance and resistance
as well as core reactance and resistance thus including
core losses. Exciting current that induces core losses can
be ignored because it only obtains a small percentage of
the rated current (i.e. <5%) therefore, allowing the core
reactance and resistance to be disregarded [6].
Furthermore, the primary and secondary winding
reactance and resistance can be lumped together. The
station transformer impedance is defined as:
Z st = Rst + jX st = Rst + j Lst
(2)

From Fig. 2 a mathematical representation of the
impedance at the POC can be derived. The first part of the
equation consists of the inverter-side reactance ( jX ser )
which includes the transformer inductance ( Lit ) in series
with the inverter filter capacitor ( C i ).

C. Medium voltage cable impedance

jX ser = j Lit +

Due to the close proximity of conductors in a cable,
capacitive reactance can be significant to produce a low
frequency resonant frequency. Since the grounded cable
length is short (i.e. <5km) a lumped circuit model is
adequate. The cable inductive reactance is insignificant
when compared to the transformer reactance in series with
the cable and is therefore omitted. The cabling impedance
is defined as a single capacitance:

https://doi.org/10.24084/repqj18.356

j Ls

Inverter
transformer

Station
transformer

Grid

Inverter

1
jCi

(6)
1 −  2 Lit Ci
jCi
The next combination consists of the cable capacitance
( C c ) in parallel with the inverter-side reactance ( jX ser ).
=
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=

first term. Ignoring the second term will, however,
introduce a slight error in identifying the exact resonant
frequency but is considered insignificant. The following
equation is derived for calculating the first resonant
frequency.
1 − 12  ( Ls + Lst + Lit )Ci + ( Ls + Lst )Cc (1 −  2 Lit Ci )  = 0

1
1
+ jCc
jX ser

jX par =

1
jCi
+ jCc
1 −  2 Lit Ci

1 −  2 Lit Ci
=
jCi + jCc (1 −  2 Lit Ci )

(7)

 1 − 12 ( Ls + Lst + Lit )Ci  0
 1 

1 −  2 Lit Ci

CC 
j (Ci + Cc ) 1 −  2 Lit i c 
C
i + Cc 

Equation (8), representing the reactance as seen at the
POC, is derived from the parallel combination of the
network reactance ( Ls ) and the series combination of the
=

1
( Ls + Lst + Lit )Ci

(9)
The second distinctive resonant frequency occurs due to
the transformer and inverter-side reactance in series with
the inverter filter capacitance, as illustrated in Fig. 4
below. The position of assessment is part of the
assessment loop that is formed by these elements,
therefore, causing series resonance.

station transformer reactance ( j Lst ) and the installation
side reactance ( jX par ). This equation is acquired through

Rst

=

Rs

1
1
1
+
j Lst + jX par j Ls

1 −  2 ( Ls + Lst + Lit )Ci + ( Ls + Lst )Cc (1 −  2 Lit Ci ) 

 1 − 2 2 ( Lst + Lit )Ci  0
 2 

From equation (8) various terms can be identified that
contribute to either series resonance or parallel resonance.
These terms are evaluated according to their frequency
dominance and are discussed subsequently.

The first resonant frequency occurs due to the interaction
of the series combination of all four inductive elements in
series with the inverter filter capacitor, as illustrated in
Fig. 3 below. The assessment position is outside the
current loop and parallel resonance is experienced.
j Lst

Rit

1
j Cc

1
( Lst + Lit )Ci

The third and fourth resonant frequencies occur higher on
the frequency spectrum than the previously discussed
resonant frequencies. At higher frequencies the inverter
transformer inductive reactance increases to such an
extent that the cable capacitor becomes significant. This
also complicates solving the equation to determine these
parallel and series resonant frequencies, since all the terms
in (8) becomes imperative. The remaining resonance
assessment loops are illustrated as seen in Fig. 5 a) and b)
below.

j Lit

1
j Ci

−

Fig. 3. Assessment loop of elements forming part of the low
order parallel resonance reactance

The resonant frequency is calculated using the
denominator of (8). For lower frequencies the second term
in the denominator is insignificantly small relative to the
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(10)

B. High resonant frequencies

+

j Ls

1
j Ci

What is notable here is the difference between these two
frequencies is determined by the value of line inductance.
The weaker the network the lower the parallel resonant
frequency will move away from the series resonant
frequency on the spectrum.

A. Low resonant frequencies

jX

1
j Cc

The resonant frequency for this case is calculated using
the numerator of equation (8). The second resonance is
calculated as follows.
1 − 2 2 ( Lst + Lit )Ci + Lst Cc (1 − 2 2 Lit Ci )  = 0

1 −  2 ( Lst + Lit )Ci + Lit Cc (1 −  2 Lit Ci ) 

Vh

jX

Fig. 4. Assessment loop of elements forming part of the low
order series resonance reactance

(8)

Rs

j Lit

−

1
1
+
1 −  2 Lit Ci
j Ls
j Lst +

CC 
j (Ci + Cc ) 1 −  2 Lit i c 
C
i + Cc 


Rst

Vh

j Ls

1

= j Ls 

Rit

+

some mathematical manipulation.

jX POC =

j Lst
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Rst

j Lst

Rit

j Lit

V11.5% 8760
=
= 50 Ω
(14)
I st
175
The transformer total copper loss is 200 kW, or 66.7 kW
per phase, that means the equivalent series resistance is:
P 66.7 103
Rst = t2 =
= 2.177 Ω
(15)
Ib
1752
The transformer inductance can now be calculated as
follows:
Z st =

+

Rs

Vh

1
j Cc

jX

j Ls

1
j Ci

−

a)

Rst

j Lst

Rit

j Lit

+

Rs

Vh

jX

j Ls

1
j Cc

X t = Z t − Rt = 502 − 2.177 2 = 49.95 Ω

1
j Ci

 Lst =

−

b)

Fig. 5. Assessment loop of elements forming part of the higher
order a) parallel and b) series resonance reactance respectively

The model as depicted in Fig. 2 was developed
accordingly in MATLAB Simulink to determine whether
the mathematical model represents the physical model.
Various resistors were also included with each reactive
element to introduce damping.

In terms of significant inductive reactance, the next
element represents the inverter transformers connecting
the low voltage (300 V) inverters to the medium voltage
(22 kV) cabling.
A three winding transformer is employed and each
secondary winding has a capacity of 725 kVA. The rated
current per secondary winding transformed to the medium
voltage side is calculated as follows:
0.725 106
(18)
I it =
= 19 A
3  22 103
The inverter transformer has an impedance of 5.59%. At
rated current the voltage drop is, therefore,
22 103
(19)
V5.59% = 0.059 
= 710 V
3
The transformer impedance is calculated as follows:
V
710
Zit1 = 5.59% =
= 21.5 Ω
(1.20)
I it
19
The transformer copper loss is 6.5 kW, or 2.16 kW per
phase that means the equivalent series resistance is:
P
1 6500
Rit1 = it2 =  2 = 6 Ω
(21)
3 19
I it
The transformer inductance can now be calculated as
follows:

are

A. Grid impedance
In Powerfactory the grid is modelled by an equivalent
voltage source with source impedance values as follows:
Rs = 8.39 Ω
(11)

21.7
= 69 mH
100

B. Station transformer impedance
The station transformer has a rating of 40 MVA and at
132 kV the rated current is calculated as follows:
40 106
(12)
I st =
= 175 A
3 132 103
The transformer has an impedance of 11.5% and the
voltage drop is, therefore,
132 103
V11.5% = 0.115 
= 8760 V
(13)
3
The transformer impedance is calculated as follows:
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(16)

D. Inverter transformer impedance

A detailed PowerFactory model of an RPP was also
developed to which the mathematical and Simulink model
can be compared to identify the accuracy.

 Ls =

49.95
= 159 mH
100

From the station transformer medium voltage cable spur
out to 6 field stations that feed 30 inverter containers. The
average cable length to inverter containers is 1.5 km and
they have capacitive reactance of approximately
0.192 µF/km. An approximation of the cable capacitance
transformed to the 132 kV side can, therefore, be done as
follows:
222
(17)
Cc = 30 1.5  0.192 10−6 
= 240 nF
1322

4. Simulation results and comparisons

X s = 21.7 Ω



=

C. Medium voltage cable impedance

Due to the simplification methods that were used
previously not being applicable the second roots for both
the denominator and the numerator are calculated using
their 4th degree polynomials. This can is achieved through
an iterative process such as the Newton-Raphson method
[7].

Parameters defined for the simplified model
subsequently derived from the PowerFactory model.

Xt

X it1 = Z it12 − Rit12 = 21.52 − 3.462 = 21.3 Ω
(22)
21.3
= 67.7 mH
 100
60 transformer windings are lumped together and
transformed to 132 kV to obtain an equivalent inverter
transformer impedance as follows:

 Lit1 =

400

X it1

=
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1 1322

 0.0677 = 40.6 mH
60 222
1 1322
R it =  2  3.46 = 2.07 Ω
60 22

10000

Lit =

X = 50.000 Hz

1000

[Ohm]

(23)

2120.000 Hz
7862.494 Ohm

430.000 Hz
1777.601 Ohm

[%]
100

1000

10

E. Inverter filter capacitance

100
1
2210.000 Hz
55.798 Ohm

23.320 Ohm

Each of the 60 inverters operates at 300 V and has 400 µF
capacitors connected in delta in its low pass filter. The
lumped capacitive reactance in the equivalent 132 kV
model converted to phase values is calculated as follows:
0.32
(24)
Ci = 3  60 
 400 10−6 = 0.372 μF
2
132

10

0.1
500.000 Hz
13.041 Ohm

a)
1
0.0000

0.01
1.0000
600.00

1200.0

1800.0

2400.0

[Hz]

3000.0

TR
1000

98.820
[deg]

The list detailing the various parameter values, as
transformed to the HV equivalent circuit, can be seen in
Table I.

[A]
59.572

10
20.323

Table I: Parameters for the Simulink model as calculated from
PowerFactory model

-18.925
0.1

Installation parameter
Network inductance ( Ls )

Value
69 mH

Network resistance ( Rs )

8.39 

Station transformer inductance ( Lst )

159 mH

Station transformer resistance ( Rst )

2.177 

Cable capacitance ( C c )

240 nF

Inverter transformer inductance ( Lit )

40.6 mH

Inverter transformer resistance ( Rit )

2.07 

Inverter filter capacitance ( C i )

372 nF

-58.173

-97.421
10.000

2169 Hz

6000.0

A mathematical model used to represent an RPP was
developed and analysed to determine which components
significantly contribute towards specific points of
resonance. The interaction between reactive elements
were considered to determine the frequencies of
resonance, ignoring resistance which mostly contributes
towards damping at the resonant frequencies.
The results of the mathematical model were compared to a
frequency impedance sweep executed at the POC of a
Simulink model, which included resistive components as
stated in Table I. The results were compared with a
PowerFactory model which validated the results.

2137 Hz

It was determined that the mathematical model
successfully represents the developed Simulink model and
that the suggested mathematical method of determining
resonant frequencies is quite accurate in approximating
the respective points of resonance. Parameter uncertainty
caused a slight variation of the resonant frequencies.

When comparing with the Simulink model the results are
verified as resonance occurs at approximately the same
frequencies as determined in Table II, this is indicated in
Fig. 6. The error in lower order resonance is due to the
small difference in capacitance between the inverter filter
capacitance and the cable capacitance. The original
simplification ignored the cable capacitance’s effect
leading to a ±100Hz difference.
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[Hz]

5. Conclusion

504 Hz

4

4802.0

The harmonic impedance of the simplified single-phase
equivalent model is significantly similar to the detailed
PowerFactory model. This illustrates the accuracy of the
developed mathematical approach.

Frequency

584 Hz

3604.0

Fig. 6. a) PowerFactory and b) Simulink impedance profile at the
POC of a modelled RPP system.

Table II: Resonant frequencies calculated from the mathematical
model.

2
3

2406.0

b)

The approximate resonant frequencies as suggested by (8)
is calculated using (9) and (10) with the higher order
resonant frequencies being calculated through applying
the Newton-Raphson method. The results are documented
in Table II.

Resonant
frequency
1

0.001
1.0000
1208.0

The practicality of investigating the harmonic impedance
to determine the likely source of harmonics is concluded.
Network variability with regards to existing resonance
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TR

within the connected network was disregarded for this
study as existing resonance would occur at higher
frequencies.

[3] IEC TR Standard 61000-3-6, Electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) - Part 3-6: Limits - Assessment of emission limits for
the connection of distorting installations to MV, HV and
EHV power systems, 2008.
[4] IEEE Recommended Practice and Requirements for
Harmonic Control, Electric Power System IEEE Standard
519–2014, 2014.

This paper evaluated the harmonic impedance of a fully
operating RPP. The RPP could, however, experience
significant transient impedance changes during different
conditions causing resonance to shift. The effect of these
transitions would therefore still need to be quantified.
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